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Lancashire U18 Girls show great improvement, but..... 
  
Lancashire U18 Girls  19 - 34 Yorkshire 
  
The final round of games in this years Northern Counties saw Lancashire take on their eastern Rivals at Vale of 
Lune RUFC and were eager to make amends for their earlier loss in the first game of the series. It would be fair to 
say that the Lancashire put up a spirited performance, to shade the statistics for both possession and territory, 
yet were ruthlessly punished by the dangerous Yorkshire backs for failing to look after the ball. 
  
On a perfect day for rugby the hosts kicked off and were immediately putting their rivals under pressure in their 
own half. On five minutes Lancashire were awarded a penalty on the Yorkshire 10m line and the home side were 
too slow to react as the kick to touch found the arms of the full back who launched a swift counter attack across 
the field and some fine interplay resulted in the opening try after having their first touch of the game (0-5). Both 
teams then battled it out for a period in the middle of the pitch and as Lancashire then looked to move the ball 
out wide they attempted a chip and chase – and the adage that you cannot score if you do not have the ball 
immediately rang true as their speedy backs again ran past a desperate defence to make it 0-12. Shortly after the 
restart there was immediately a sense of relief when Sarah Becket intercepted and fended off a couple of 
defenders as she approached the line. Laura Perrin confidently made the conversion (7-12). A further period of 
close play then followed with both sides cancelling each other out in the middle of the field. Eventually the stale 
mate, and Lancashire hearts, were once again broken when another kick gifted possession to the Yorkshire backs 
who were down the wing and under the posts (7-19). With the end of the first half approaching defence and 
having worked an overlap down the left Alicia Carlton squirmed out of the grasp of the last defender and dived 
over the line (12-19). 
  
During the break the coaches urged that the girls to maintain the intensity of their game and reminded them that 
keeping possession of the ball was the best line of defence...... 
  
Yorkshire restarted the game and quickly went further ahead after they took a quick tap penalty and ghosted past 
a slow reacting defence to make it 12-24. Matching the pattern of the first half Lancashire again looked like they 
were on the brink of closing the gap only to be stunned by another Yorkshire try 12-29, and then another to make 
it 12 – 34. Lancashire continued to battle away to close the gap and were justly rewarded when Tysh Harper 
forced her way past two defenders and crashed over the line between the uprights, with Alicia Carlton adding the 
extras 19-34. Lancashire continued to battle away inside the Yorkshire half for the remainder of the half but were 
unable to convert the opportunities they engineered into points before the final whistle was blown 19 -34. 
  
Both sets of supporters applauded all of the players for what had been a very tough, competitive and entertaining 
game that was an excellent advertisement for girls rugby. The Lancashire coaches in their post match debrief 
urged their girls to reflect that they had responded magnificently to the challenge and had demonstrated a huge 
improvement from when they had last played Yorkshire - they then corrected themselves as the girls had more 
than matched a strong and formidable team. 
  
Finally thanks on behalf of all of the CB U18 coaches and management to all of the parents and players for their 
support over the County programme. Big thanks also to Lancashire RFU and Vale of Lune RUFC for hosting the 
final games. 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 


